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Predictive Handling of Asynchronous
Concept Drifts in Distributed Environments
Hock Hee Ang, Vivekanand Gopalkrishnan, Indrė Žliobaitė, Mykola Pechenizkiy, Steven C.H. Hoi
Abstract—In a distributed computing environment, peers collaboratively learn to classify concepts of interest from each other.
When external changes happen and their concepts drift, the peers should adapt to avoid increase in misclassification errors.
The problem of adaptation becomes more difficult when the changes are asynchronous, i.e., when peers experience drifts at
different times. We address this problem by developing an ensemble approach, PINE, that combines reactive adaptation via drift
detection, and proactive handling of upcoming changes via early warning and adaptation across the peers. With empirical study
on simulated and real world datasets, we show that PINE handles asynchronous concept drifts better and faster than current
state-of-the-art approaches, which have been designed to work in less challenging environments. In addition, PINE is parameter
insensitive and incurs less communication cost while achieving better accuracy.
Index Terms—Classification, Distributed Systems, Concept Drift.
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I NTRODUCTION

Distributed classification [1], [2], [3], [4] is the setting
where nodes/peers collaboratively learn from each
other in order to improve the classification accuracy
on their respective data. This learning task is challenging specially where there is a massive number of
arbitrarily connected and dynamic peers [5]. Hence
an ideal distributed classification scheme should typically be: anytime (able to produce an answer at any
time), autonomous (non-blocking), decentralized (no
single point of failure) highly scalable (able to handle
enormous number of peers), tolerant of peer failures
(prevent failures from being catastrophic) and privacy
preserving (hide private data of the peers).
Besides the above mentioned challenges, another
critical challenge for distributed classification is concept drift [2], which is an important problem in many
data mining and machine learning applications. Concept drift refers to situations when the data distribution changes over time unexpectedly in unforeseen
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ways. Given an occurrence of concept drift, classifiers
will experience a loss in accuracy from the time the
concept changes until the time the classifiers adapt to
the new data distribution (if they adapt).
Attention to such learning scenarios has been
rapidly increasing in the last few years [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10]. Concepts drift in a number of dynamic
environments, such as data streams, distributed systems, and affect many applications, such as network
intrusion detection, spam categorization, fraud detection, epidemiological, climate or demographic data,
marketing and web analytics, financial analysis and
many more. It is crucial to address the concept drift
problem in distributed classification, as the inability
to adapt swiftly to the drifted concept often results in
significant loss of classification accuracy.
Although concept drift has been actively studied in
typical centralized settings, the phenomenon exhibits
fundamental differences in distributed environments.
While typical scenarios only model concept drift from
a single source of data, in distributed networks, each
peer can be viewed as an independent data source. In
order for peers to benefit from knowledge sharing, we
assume that data streams of a subset of peers follow
the same unknown probability distributions where
the concept may change from time to time. However,
we cannot assume that the concepts always change
instantaneously for the entire set of peers. Data is not
i.i.d. across the peers at a given point in time, but data
across a subset of peers will be identically distributed
if we look over very long period of time.
Examples of such distributed environments include disease diagnosis during epidemic outbreaks
where the epidemic originates from one country and
spreads to another with some delay, or weather prediction across different regions where a cyclone brings
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Fig. 1. The global distribution of data and local distributions at peers. The horizontal axis represents time,
the vertical axis represents data mean. A, B, C, D and
E represent different concepts (environments).

weather changes while moving from region to region
with a certain speed and direction. In these examples,
the concept drifts from peers in some geographical
location to other peers in other locations. Although
global changes happen and need to be handled unexpectedly, at the local peer level adapting to changes
can be made more effective if the first peers to ‘suffer’ can share their knowledge with other peers in
a controlled manner. Fig. 1 illustrates the case of
asynchronous concept drift, where peers encounter the
same concepts, but with different delays. We can see
that peer p2 experiences concept drift identical to
the global distribution whereas peer p1 experiences
the same concept drifts two time steps later. Peer p3
always experiences concept drifts later than peer p2 ,
but faster or slower than peer p1 and misses some concepts. It is obvious that some (temporal) association
exists between peers p1 and p2 . The drifts that happen
at individual peers will be referred to as local drifts
and the drift that happens at the system level will be
referred as global drift. Hence, mining and exploiting
such associations to improve both the detection of and
adaptation to the concept drifts is an essential part in
handling concept drifts in a distributed environment.
An ideal classification algorithm that deals with
the problem of concept drift in distributed networks
should possess the aforementioned desirable properties for learning in a distributed setting, and also
be able to adapt swiftly to the changes in concepts,
without adversely affecting the peers. Although there
has been much work on distributed classification,
most do not address the problem of concept drift [1],
[3]. Others assume the concept drift scenario of a
centralized setting (i.e., all peers are affected in the
same manner at the same time) [2] or are slow to
adapt, inaccurate in adaptation and requires a large
number of user inputs [4].
Most of the existing approaches that handle concept
drift [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16] are based on a centralized setting and cannot be

easily adapted for a distributed environment. While
the existing ensemble-based solution seems to be a
viable option, they are not designed to be efficient
for the demanding environment of distributed networks. Also, they do not consider the problem of
asynchronous concept drifts that may occur in a distributed environment and thus do not fully exploit the
environmental information to improve concept drift
detection and adaptation.
To address the above challenges, we present a novel
concept drift adaptation framework, PINE, for performing distributed classification in distributed environments. The key features of our framework are:
• it integrates both reactive and proactive adaptation techniques, which predict the occurrences of
concept drifts and future concepts from historical
trends observed in the distributed network;
• the proposed approach is parameter insensitive;
• adaptation to concept drift is achieved by both
drift detection and balancing of the reactive and
proactive adaptive classifiers.
Within our framework we design a novel distributed
classification approach, which handles concept drift in
the distributed environment. We empirically demonstrate that PINE outperforms the existing solutions
on both synthetic and real world datasets. Our study
makes fundamental contributions to distributed classification in changing environments by relaxing the
unrealistic assumption of synchronous drifts in distributed environments, as well as contributes a principal extension of handling concept drift in machine
learning under concept drift by addressing the distributed classification scenario.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the formal setting of the problem.
In Section 3 we present our framework for learning
with drifting concepts in distributed networks. Section 4 reports the results of empirical evaluation of
the proposed framework. Section 5 discusses related
work and Section 6 concludes the study.

2

P ROBLEM

STATEMENT

In this section we introduce the formal setting of
classification in a distributed environment.
Consider a typical classification problem, where
the task is to produce a mapping from an input
vector x ∈ X in d-dimensional space to its class label
y ∈ Y, where Y denotes the class label space; e.g.,
Y = {+1, −1} for binary classification. The mapping
is then applied for classifying unseen data that is
assumed to be drawn from the same underlying
distribution. A pair of an input vector and its corresponding class label make an instance (x, y). A set
of instances make a dataset. Let D = [x1 , . . . , xℓ ]T =
[(xi,1 , . . . , xi,d )ℓi=1 ]T be a set of input data, and let
y = [y1 , . . . , yℓ ]T be a set of corresponding class labels,
where ℓ denotes the total number of training data
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instances, d denotes the dimensionality of the input
data points.
This classification problem extends to a distributed
setting as follows. Suppose there are N peers in the
distributedP
network, each peer p is a partition Dp of D
where ℓ = p ℓp . The goal of distributed classification
is to collaboratively learn a global prediction function
f : X → Y from the training data of all peers, which
maps a d-dimensional vector x = (x1 , . . . , xd )T ∈ X to
a corresponding class label y ∈ Y of a target concept.
In the typical (stationary) classification scenario
each training instance (x, y) is drawn from some
unknown but i.i.d. distribution P (x, y). In a nonstationary environment the target concept is expected
to change over time. Concept drift is defined as the
change of the underlying unknown probability distribution, i.e., Pk (x, y) 6= Pj (x, y), which has occurred
from time tk to tj (tk < tj ). As a result, the global
mapping f : X → Y that has been learned at time tk
may be no longer accurate at time tj , where tj > tk .
In a changing environment the training data of a
peer p can be represented as Dp = {Dp1 , . . . , Dpj },
where tj is the current time, and Dpj is drawn from
some unknown probability distribution Pj (x, y). In
this setting given an optimal prediction function fk∗
for Pk (x, y), it is no longer optimal for Pj (x, y), i.e. we
k
j
∗
∗
get
P Err(fk , Dp ) < Err(fk , Dp ), where Err(f, D) =
( xi ∈D,y 6=f (xi ) 1)/|D| is the error rate of f on D.
i
Hence the ultimate goal of distributed classification
in a changing environment is to minimize the error ε
for all peers over time
X
ε=
(1)
Err(fp , Dtp )
p,t

while satisfying the constraints of the distributed
environments, where fp is the most up-to-date classification model (potentially consisting of a combination
of multiple classifiers) of peer p at the time Dtp is to
be classified.

3

PINE F RAMEWORK

In this section, we propose a novel framework called
Predictive and parameter INsensitive Ensemble (PINE)
for handling asynchronous drifting concepts in distributed networks. We start with a brief overview of
the proposed framework followed by detailed discussions on each component of our framework.
3.1 Overview of PINE
The sequence diagram of our framework from one
peer p perspective is presented in Fig. 2. The peer
p in our system monitors its own data stream Dp ,
and maintains its own ensemble of reactive predictive models denoted as REMp and an ensemble of
proactive predictive models denoted as PEMp . The
reactive models are the classifiers that represent peer
p’s current data distribution, and the proactive models

3

r:Remote peers

p:Peer
1: xnew := receiveNewData()
2: ynew := predict(xnew,PEM,REM)
3: y*new := receiveDataLabel()
4: Dp, estDriftTime:= checkConceptDrift(mp,Dp,(xnew,y*new))
alt
[concept drift not detected]
5: mp := updateClassifier(Dp)
[concept drift detected]
6: mp := constructClassifier(Dp)
7: notifyDriftPushClassifier(estDriftTime,mp)
par

par
11: REMp := verifyReactive(mp)

8: assocs := mineTempAssoc(globalDriftSequence)
12: predDrifti, mi := matchTempAssoc(assocs,p)
9: verifyProactive(mr)
13: *[time = predDrifti] PEMr,REMr := updatePEM&REM(mi)
10: REMp := verifyReactive(mr)

Fig. 2. The proposed framework as a sequence diagram.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of optimal proactive concept drifts
for two peers. The shaded areas indicate non detected
concept drift periods and the labels mi indicate the
optimal proactive models, where i is the peer number
from Fig. 1.

are the classifiers that may represent peer p’s future
data distribution which is different from the current
distribution. Whenever a new unseen data instance
xnew arrives, peer p consults both REMp and PEMp
and from a combination of their outputs predicts the
class label ŷnew (cf. Section 3.7).
The idea and concepts of the proactive and reactive
models is illustrated in Fig. 3 and 4 respectively, each
of which follows the example shown in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 3 and 4, we illustrate the change in concepts
of peers (change in y axis value), the concept drift
detection and adaptation (vertical dotted line) and
propagation of the newly trained models to other
remote peers (labelled arrows). For instance, peer p1 ’s
concept drifted at time t3 (drop in y axis value), was
detected and adapted at time t4 (vertical dotted line).
In addition, Fig. 3 shows the optimal model that
should be used before a peer’s concept drift is detected and Fig. 4 shows the optimal model(s) that
should be used after a peer’s concept drift is detected,
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Fig. 4. An illustration of optimal reactive concept
drifts for two peers. The shaded areas and their labels
indicate optimal reactive models.

which is indicated in both figures by the labels in
the shaded areas. The example for proactive model
presented in Fig. 3 is as follows. Peer p1 ’s concept has
drifted at time t3 and was detected at time t4 . Hence,
between time t3 and t4 , peer p1 ’s current model is not
suitable for predicting its own data since the model is
made outdated by the concept drift. Similarly, peer p3
is also not suitable. As such, from time t3 to t4 , peer
p2 ’s model should be the most accurate (optimal) for
predicting p1 ’s unlabelled data.
Similarly, the example for reactive model presented
in Fig. 3 is as follows. Peer p1 concept drift was
detected in time t4 and hence, from time t4 to t5 , the
best models for predicting peer p1 unlabelled data are
the current models of peers p1 and p2 . At time t5 , peer
p3 detected its concept drift and updated its model
which it propagated to peer p1 . Hence, the optimal
models for p1 ’s unlabelled data are those of peers
p1 , p2 and p3 . However, at time t7 , peer p2 adapted
to a new concept which is different from that of peer
p1 . Hence, peer p2 ’s current model at time t7 is no
longer suitable for peer p1 and the optimal models
for p1 ’s unlabelled data are models of p1 and p3 .
Therefore, the aim of our framework is to ensure
timely supply of the optimal models for each peer either locally or ‘borrowed’ from other peers (combined
of Fig. 3 and 4).
A walk-through of the various components in our
framework illustrated in Fig. 2 is as follows.
Methods 1 & 2. First, whenever an unlabelled data
point xnew is received (receiveN ewData) by peer p,
its label ynew is predicted using the models in PEMp
and REMp .
Methods 3 to 7. Once the true label y∗new of xnew
arrives (receiveDataLabel), peer p then checks if has
have been a concept drift for the received training
examples (checkConceptDrif t). If the concept has
not drifted, p then updates its training dataset Dp
that represents the current concept and updates the
local classifier mp (updateClassif ier). Otherwise, if
the concept has drifted, peer p then updates Dp by
removing data of the old concept and moving them to
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D̂p which represents the old concept. A new local classifier mp is then built from Dp (constructClassif ier).
Next, peer p notifies all other peers ri of the time its
concept drifted and sends the new local classifier mp
to them (notif yDrif tP ushClassif ier). The details of
training local classifiers and handling concept drift are
presented in Section 3.2.
Method 8. To exploit the proactive models from
other peers, peer p mines the temporal association
rules from the sequence of concept drift occurrences
(mineT empAssoc), which are used for concept drift
prediction. These rules consist of a sequence of peers
whose concept drift occurrences were followed by the
local concept drift at peer p (cf. Section 3.3).
Methods 9 & 10. Then peer p tests all remote
classifiers mri using Dp and D̂p to verify if there
are accurate proactive classifiers (verif yP roactive). If
accurate, the remote classifiers are flagged as potential
proactive models (cf. Section 3.4). In addition, it also
verifies if the remote classifiers mri are reactive classifiers (verif yReactive) and adds to REMp if accurate
(cf. Section 3.5). This marks the end of all tasks
required to be performed after the local concept drift
occurrence.
Methods 11 to 13. Next, whenever a remote peer
ri receives a notification of concept drift from peer p
and its new classifier mp , ri then tests mp using Dri
to verify if it is a reactive classifier (verif yReactive)
and adds a copy to its REMri if accurate. In addition,
peer p’s time of concept drift is recorded and checked
against the existing temporal association rules to predict if local concept drift is likely to occur in peer
ri (matchT empAssoc). When a rule is fully matched,
peers listed in the rule sequence are marked as potential proactive classifiers and time-stamped at time
concept drift of ri is predicted (cf. Section 3.6).
At the time point when a local concept drift at
peer p is predicted by a temporal association rule
(updateP EM &REM ), remote classifiers mri of peers
listed in the rule are then added to PEMp if they are
valid proactive classifiers and removed from REMp
(cf. Section 3.6).
3.2 (Re-)Training Local Classifiers
This section presents details of how local classifiers
are (re-)trained following arrival of every true label
depending on whether a concept drift has been detected (Methods 5 & 6). The detection of concept drift
will be discussed in the next section.
In principle, any classification algorithm can be
employed at peer p. However, since we consider
distributed network settings, we select an algorithm
that has two desired properties – low time complexity
to deal with the possible large amount of data and low
model propagation cost since the models need to be
propagated to other peers. Hence, in this study, we
recommend and use the state-of-the-art linear SVM
classifier.
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Fig. 5. An example lag in drift detection. CDD(B)
represents the detection of concept drift of concept
B. Shaded area indicates the transition period where
the concept drift has changed but has not yet been
detected.
As new labelled instances arrive, the performance
of a local classifier mp is monitored for detecting
concept drift. If no change is detected, then the classifier is incrementally updated with new labelled data.
Otherwise, if a change is detected, the change detector
points out the time when drift occurred. In such a case
a new classifier is trained with the data accumulated
after the occurrence of the drift. By doing so, we
can ensure that the prediction on new data will not
be affected by the old concept, which will lower the
prediction accuracy. This is a common practise among
ensemble based solutions which deal with concept
drifts [6], [10], [13], [17], [18]. This classifier is sent to
other remote peers that are likely to experience this
drift in the (near) future.
Locally learnt base classifier at peer p can become
part of REMri at any remote peer ri . In order to keep
the communication costs low, we allow p to propagate its updated classifier only when the sample size
used for inducing the local base classifier increases in
geometric progression as compared to the previous
sample size, so that the improvements are substantial.
3.2.1 Detecting Concept Drift
In this section we give the details of how concept drift
detection is organized in our framework.
A change detector is a function that monitors the
historical data and signals the occurrence of concept
drift. A detector needs to see a number of instances
that represent a new concept before it can detect the
drift. The period from the time when the actual drift
occurred to the time when it was detected is called
the detection lag. A good change detector would detect
drifts accurately with as few false positives and as
small detection lag as possible. Fig. 5 illustrates the
setting of concept drift detection in our distributed
classification example. We can see the detection lags
shaded in grey. We need a change detector to estimate
the time of actual concept drift occurrence, which is
the arrival time of the oldest data point in the new
concept. This allows us to timely deploy the proactive
models whenever concept changes as illustrated in
Fig. 3.
In our framework, we detect concept drift (Method
4) for each peer using a modified version of the
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ADWIN algorithm [19], which has sound theoretical
justifications and uses only a few parameters. Given
a sequence of data points, ADWIN splits the sequence
into all possible pairs of sequential windows and compares the means of data within the windows. When
the absolute differences of the means are significant,
the oldest element is dropped and the comparison
repeats until no significant difference is found.
More formally, suppose µ1 and µ2 are the means
of the two sub-sequences as a result of a split. Then
the criterion for signaling a change is |µ1 − µ2 | > ǫcut ,
where
r
1
4n
1
(2)
log
, µ= 1
ǫcut =
1 ,
2µ
δ
n1 + n2
here n is the length of the full sequence, while n1 and
n2 are lengths of the sub-sequences respectively. Note
that n = n1 + n2 , and δ ∈ (0, 1) is a hyper-parameter
of the model.
Our modifications to ADWIN and motivation behind
these modifications are as follows. First, in the original
ADWIN comparisons are done over the input data
(attribute by attribute), while we run the detection
over a stream of accuracies represented as ones for
correct and zeros for wrong predictions). We do this
modification, as classification accuracy is our main
concern and evaluation criteria, besides, in some cases
concept drifts may occur without any change in the
distribution of the attributes (the real concept drift).
Second, we consider concept drift to occur when
the mean of the first window is significantly larger than
that of the second window, i.e., µ1 − µ2 > ǫcut .
Third, to speed up the detection, instead of dropping a single element from a window, we drop all
elements in the previous window.
Note that even though a concept drift is detected
and old data may seem not necessary anymore, in
our framework every peer p maintains two sets of
data Dt−1
and Dtp corresponding to the previous and
p
the current concept. This is necessary for the proactive
model verification (cf. Section 3.4). In this work, the
size of the two datasets Dt−1
and Dtp are unbounded
p
as we did not find it necessary to limit their sizes. The
average size of Dt−1
and Dtp are less than 2000 over
p
all the experiments that we conducted, which is not
an unreasonable size to maintain. However, bounding
of the dataset size should only have a negligible
effect, and if the bounding window is large enough to
represent the concept (e.g., 1000 to 10000), we do not
expect any adverse effects in bounding the window
size.
3.3

Mining Temporal Associations

This section describes how the temporal associations
of concept drifts among peers are mined in our framework (Method 8).
The temporal associations of the concept drift occurrences among peers can allow us to proactively
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predict occurrence of drifts in peers. Hence minimize
the lag between the drift and adaptation of the models. In order to obtain updated temporal associations,
the temporal association rules are mined whenever a
local concept drift is detected and the old rules mined
in the previous concept drift are then forgotten and
replaced with the new rules mined.
With reference to the time notation in this paper,
an important point to note here is that while PINE
requires all peers to share a global time, no global
synchronization is required among peers as they can
simply make use of their local system clocks with periodic synchronization to the Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) to achieve the intended purpose (with
the correct offsets). Unless the time gap between
concept drift occurrences are very close, otherwise
some differences between the local clocks and UTC is
acceptable and peers only need to synchronize with
UTC once in a while.
We need to find not only temporal associations but
also the expected delays between the occurrences of
concept drift at different peers (that can be seen also
as the propagation time of concept drift from one peer
to another). We mine this knowledge from a sequence
of global concept drift occurrence events. The setting
for this mining is formally defined as follows [20].
Given a set of peers E, a concept drift event is
a pair (A, t) where A ∈ E corresponds to a peer
whose concept has drifted at time ti . A concept
drift event sequence s is a triple (s, Ts , Te ) where
s = h(A1 , t1 ), (A2 , t2 ), . . . , (An , tn )i is an ordered list of
concept drift events such that ti ≤ ti+1 , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and Ts and Te are the starting and ending time
where Ts ≤ ti ≤ Te , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Hence, from
Fig. 1, we can derive the follow sequence sglobal =
(sglobal , t1, t20) where sglobal = h(p2 , t1), (p1 , t3),
(p3 , t4), (p2 , t6), (p1 , t8), (p2 , t9), (p3 , t10), (p1 , t11),
(p2 , t15), (p1 , t17), (p2 , t18), (p3 , t19), (p1 , t20)i.
Our problem is closely related to the frequent
episode mining problem [20], [21], [22]. Hence, from
here on, we shall use the terms episodes and temporal
association rules interchangeably. In general, an episode
can be considered as a partially ordered collection
of events occurring together [20]. Existing frequent
episode mining algorithms aim to find all possible
frequent episodes from the sequence. Our scenario
is a bit different, as our peers are only interested
in concept drift events leading to their own concept
drifts. Hence, we simplify the problem by splitting the
sequence into sub-sequences using the local concept
drift event as the delimiter, i.e., setting Ts + 1 and Te
as time of two consecutive local drifts events. Table 1
shows the resultant sub-sequences by segmenting
sglobal where p1 is the local peer, e.g., the set of subsequences is {(ss1, t1, t3), (ss2, t4, t8), (ss3, t9, t11),
(ss4, t12, t17), (ss5, t18, t20)}.
In this setting we can simply apply frequent sequence mining algorithms [23] to find these frequent
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TABLE 1
Peer p1’s segmented sequences of the global
sequence of concept drift occurrences.
Tid

Segmented sequences

ss1
ss2
ss3
ss4
ss5

(p2 , t1)
(p3 , t4), (p2 , t6)
(p2 , t9), (p3 , t10)
(p2 , t15)
(p2 , t18), (p3 , t19)

episodes α denoted as a pair (V, ≤, g) where V is a
set of nodes, ≤ is a partial order on V and g : V → E
is a mapping associating each node with a peer. The
interpretation of an episode is that the events in g(V )
have to occur in the order described by ≤. Formally,
an episode α = (V, ≤) occurs in an event sequence
s = (s, Ts , Te ) , denoted as α ∈ s , if there exists an
injective mapping h : V → {1, . . . , n} from nodes
of α to events of s such that g(i) = Ah(i) for all
i inV , and for all i, j ∈ V with i 6= j and i ≤ j we
have th(i) < th(j) . For ease of reading, we present the
episodes in our text as e = A1 → A2 → · · · → An
where Ai → Aj denotes concept drift event Ai occurs
before Aj , e.g., ss2 in Table 1 can be represented as
p3 → p2 .
When computing the delay from the occurrence of
an episode until the local concept drift event, we are
only interested in computing delay from the smallest
sub-sequence with the earliest ending time which
the given episode occurs in (earliest occurring subsequence). This is because the episodes are matched
in a state transition manner. Hence, given an episode
α and a sequence s = (s, Ts , Te ), earliest occurring sequence is denoted as searliest = (searliest , Ts , te ) where
te = mint≤Te {s = (s, Ts , t)|α ∈ s}. Therefore, the delay
is computed as tl − te where tl is the time the local
concept drift event occurred.
For example given a subsequence s
=
h(p2 , t1), (p3 , t2), (p2 , t4), (p3 , t5), (p1 , t6))i
and
a frequent episode e0 = p2 → p3 of peer p1 ,
h(p2 , t1), (p3 , t2)i is the first occurrence of e0 and the
delay of an episode delay(e0) is computed from the
last event of the first occurrence of the episode to the
local concept drift event, e.g., delay(e0) = t6 − t2.
In this setting, based on the definition of serial
episode [22], all the mined frequent episodes will have
hundred percent confidence, which is not useful at
all. Hence, we deviate from the standard definition
to define confidence as the same value as support σ
since it gives the probability a given episode leading
to a local concept drift.
In addition, we propose a new measure, delay deviation ddev which is the standard deviation of the expected delay leading to the local concept drifts given
a matched frequent episode, indicating the confidence
we have on the expected delay. A lower ddev implies
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TABLE 2
Frequent episodes leading to concept drifts of peer p1 .
For simplicity, the consequent p1 is removed.
Rid
e1
e2
e3
e3
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1 − Err(mri , Dtp ) of mri is stored and used later if it
is used as a proactive classifier.

Freq. episodes

Delays

σ

dmed

ddev

3.5

p2
p3
p2 → p3
p3 → p2

2,2,2,2
4,1,1
1,1
2

1
0.6
0.4
0.2

2
1
1
2

0
1.732
0
0

In this section we detail how the ensemble of reactive
models REM is managed and maintained (Methods
10 & 11).
The ensemble of reactive models for each peer p
consists of one locally learnt model (i.e. from data
observed by peer p) and zero or more models which
were learnt remotely at other peers and validated on
recent data at p.
Every peer p stores the latest classifier mri of every remote peers ri . Whenever a new classifier mri
arrives, the following conditions (two of which are
based on ADWIN’s measure) are checked:

a higher confidence since the expected delay covers a
smaller range and hence is more accurate.
For estimating the delay until the local concept drift
event, we define the variable expected delay dmed computed as the median of the delays. Median is chosen
to reduce the effects of outliers. Table 2 provides an
illustration of the frequent episode, support, delays,
expected delay dmed and delay deviation ddev , with
reference to Table 1.
Note that the frequent sequence mining does not
compute the support, expected delay dmed and delay
deviation ddev . Hence, post processing is required. We
use the fast counting technique presented in [24] to
match the episodes and perform the statistics computations.
Finally, the filtering of the episodes, to reduce the
number of episodes mined and prevent mining of
irrelevant episodes, are as follows. Two input parameters, viz., min support σmin and max delay deviation
dmax−dev , are specified. The min support σmin is used
as the first cut filter when all episodes with support σ
lower than σmin are discarded. Then the max delay
deviation dmax−dev is used where rules with ddev
larger than dmax−dev are discarded. These (unfiltered)
frequent episodes, expected delay dmed and delay deviation ddev are then used for the temporal association
rule matching (cf. Section 3.6).
3.4 The Ensemble of Proactive Models (PEM)
This section provides the details of how the ensemble
of proactive models PEM is managed and maintained
(Method 9).
The classifier mri of a remote peer ri is considered
as a proactive classifier if it is learnt at ri after a
concept drift has occurred at that peer and we expect
that this drift will propagate in a near future to p.
Whenever peer p detects a local concept drift, the
following condition is checked for the classifier mri
of every remote peer ri :
t
Err(mri , Dt−1
p ) − Err(mri , Dp ) > ǫcut

(3)

Since a significant difference have been found by the
local classifier, then a proactive classifier of a remote
peer ri should also be able to do so and obtain a
significantly higher error on the old concept compared
to the new concept, thus satisfy (3). If mri satisfies (3),
peer r is flagged as a proactive peer and the accuracy

The Ensemble of Reactive Models (REM)

Err(mri , Dtp )

< 0.5

(4)

Err(mri , Dtp ) − Err(mp , Dtp )
Err(mri , Dtp ) − Err(mri , Dt−1
p )

≤ ǫcut

(5)

≤ ǫcut

(6)

where n1 and n2 of (2) are the size of the respective
datasets. If all three conditions are satisfied, then mri
is a reactive model and it is added to the reactive
ensemble and the preceding model removed, i.e.,
REMp ← mri and REMp = REMp \ m̂ri , where m̂ri is
the predecessor of mri .
In addition to the criteria of adding a classifier to an
adaptive ensemble when its error rate goes below a
certain threshold, e.g. 0.5 in (4), we employ two more
conditions specific to our distributed settings, which
we expect to improve the accuracy of the ensemble.
In (5), we verify that the error rate of mri is not
significantly higher than the local classifier mp . By
doing so, we are trying to ensure that mri is built on
data from the same concept as mp . In (6), we verify
that the error rate of mri on the previous concept is
not significantly higher than the current concept of
peer p since this might indicate that mri is built from
previous concept data and its error rate might increase
in the future.
Note that whenever local concept drift (LCD) is
identified, every remote model mri is verified and
added to REM if it passes the validation. Recall Fig. 4,
which provides an illustration the situations when the
reactive models need to be used.
3.6

Balancing Reactive and Proactive Ensembles

This section specifies the details of how the Reactive
and the Proactive ensembles interact with each other
and details the role of the temporal association rules
in this process (Methods 12 & 13).
Whenever the local peer is notified of a peer’s concept drift, the previously mined temporal association
rules will be checked. A match of peer’s concept drift
will transit the rule to the next state. Note that the
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initial state of all rules is the first item. For instance,
given a temporal association rule e4 = p4 → p2 , its
initial state will be p4 , meaning that it will wait for
the occurrence of peer p4 ’s concept drift. Given that
now p4 concept drift has occurred, then the state will
be transited to p2 .
When the entire rule is matched, all peers identified
in the rule will be made into proactive candidates
until dmed of the rule has passed (from the point the
last peer’s has concept drifted). Note that if a new
rule with lower ddev is matched, the dmed of all peers
in the new rule are replaced with the new dmed as it
has a higher confidence hence taking precedence.
Whenever the delay of a proactive candidate ri
has passed, its current classifier will be added to the
proactive ensemble, i.e., PEM ← mri , and removed
from the reactive ensemble, i.e., REM = REM \ mri .
At any point in time for a given peer we need
to balance between the reactive and proactive predictions depending on the expectations of concept
drift. We use the process of adding models to PEM
and removing models from REM as our mechanism
for adaptively balancing the weights between reactive
and proactive prediction. As more rules are matched,
that indicates that more peers have experienced concept drift and it becomes more evident that the local
concept of a given peer is likely to drift. As such, we
need to increase the importance of the proactive prediction which is achieved by increasing in the number
of models in PEM or reducing the size of REM. We
expect this simple approach to be more accurate than
assigning weights for the two ensembles. Finally, note
that whenever local concept drift (LCD) is identified,
all models in PEM are removed.
3.7 Prediction by Reactive and Proactive Ensemble Models
All the previous section of the PINE framework presentation detailed the process of online training and
adaptation of the system. This final section of the
framework describes how to get a prediction from a
trained PINE for an unseen data point (Method 2).
When peer p receives a new unseen data xnew ,
its class label ynew is predicted using all models
from the reactive and proactive ensembles, i.e.,
∀i, mi ∈ REMp ∪ PEMp , using a weighted voting
approach. The weights of the models in REMp and
PEMp are computed by different ways. In particular,
the weights of model in REMp are computed based
on their error on the training data Dp of the current
concept, i.e., wi = 1 − Err(mi , Di ), mi ∈ REMp .
In contrast, for the models mi ∈ PEMp , their
weights are obtained during the proactive classifier
verification or in another words it is estimated
from the performance of the previous classifier
on current concept, e.g., wi = 1 − Err(m̂i , Dp ),
where m̂i denotes the predecessor of mi . Finally, the
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class label isPpredicted by the following function:
ynew = sign
i (wi mi (xnew )) .
We described a general overview and detailed design choices of our framework for distributed classification under asynchronous concept drifts. The framework makes use of associations between drifts in
different peers happening over time to speed up the
adaptation by predicting the occurrence of drifts. In
the next section we empirically evaluate the performance of PINE.

4

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed approach. We compare the
performance of PINE with existing approaches that
can handle drifting concepts in distributed network
classification.
The main goals of our experimental study include:
• presenting the motivation and potential of proactive handling of concept drift in distributed settings, i.e. demonstrating that the changes in different peers can be related, and that corresponding temporal relations between peers (w.r.t. occurrence of drifts) can be mined effectively;
• demonstrating that we can estimate the propagation time of concept drift from one peer to
another accurately enough such that this estimate
can be used for proactive handling of concept
drift;
• showing that the proposed PINE approach, improves the accuracy of RePCoDE – the state-ofthe-art approach for handling concept drift in P2P
(distributed) networks;
• demonstrating that PINE is insensitive to parameters;
• demonstrating that PINE has lower communication cost than existing approaches and acceptable
computational costs.
4.1

Datasets

For our experiments we use both synthetic and real
world dataset.
Synthetic data. We employ the moving hyperplane
data generator [14] that acts as a benchmark for
evaluating classifiers adapting to concept drift. With
the hyperplane we simulate both the (incremental)
gradual and sudden drifts scenarios. We choose this
data model since it has several important properties
for analyzing concept drift. First, it does not change
the prior probabilities of classes; second, the drift is
easy to quantify by the angle of rotation; third, the
hyperplane (or plane in 2D) is easy to interpret.
Our moving hyperplane generator is as follows.
A hyperplane in d-dimensional space is expressed
Pd
by the equation
i=1 wi xi = w0 , where wi is the
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weight of the attribute xi . Data instances satisfying
Pd
i=1 wi xi ≥ w0 are labeled as positive and negative
otherwise. Concept drifts are introduced by changing
the weights of the attributes and the direction of
change. The generated data consists of 8 attributes of
which 2 are drifting. The probability of noise, which
means assigning a wrong class label, is set at 0.05. The
weight change per attribute is set to 0.5 and 5, the
probability of direction change is set to 0.1 and 1 and
concepts are set to drift every 10 and 500 instances,
randomized by adding a small random value, for
gradual and sudden drift scenarios respectively. Peers’
initial concepts are the same and are set to drift
to the next concept with different delays, randomly
assigned in the range of [0, 1000). We conducted 10
independent runs with every run consisting of 100
peers. Results were obtained by averaging over all
peers and runs. The total number of instances each
peer receives for one run are 17,000 and 19,000 for
the gradual and sudden drift scenarios respectively.
Real data. To verify if peers share correlated concepts (and concept drifts), we conducted experiments
on real world weather data from SOD1 , which consists of daily observations recorded in different meteorological stations. The task is to predict whether
it is going to rain from 10 weather observations,
viz., mean temperature, mean dew point, mean sea
level pressure, mean station pressure, mean visibility,
mean wind speed, maximum sustained wind speed,
maximum wind gust, maximum temperature and
minimum temperature. We selected 500 worldwide
stations each representing a peer and observations
from year 2001 to 2010 consisting of 3038 days of
observations that exist in all selected stations.
4.2 Experimental setup
We compare our proposed PINE approach with three
other approaches, first two of which can be considered
as two baselines and the third one as the main existing
competitor: 1) Local – uses only the latest local adaptive model (based on our modified ADWIN) of a peer to
perform prediction. It represents existing centralized
solutions that does not share any information. 2) All –
uses the latest adaptive model of all peers to perform
prediction. It represents both ensemble approaches
and approaches that assume a global drifting distribution. 3) RePCoDE – an existing approach for handling
concept drift in P2P networks and has already been
shown to perform better than fixed window based
approaches on the moving hyperplane dataset [4].
The δ value of ADWIN for all adaptive detection
approaches is set as 0.25. The default min support
σ and max delay deviation ddev is set at 0.25 and
100 respectively. Parameters of RePCoDE are set as
follows: window size 100, proactive and reactive ratio
1. http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/res40.pl?page=gsod.html
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0.5, number of nearest neighbor voters 10% of peers,
number of future voters 10% of peers, propagation
delay 4, concept drift threshold 0.05 and number of
sequences to match 4.
We test the approaches in a prequential manner
[25], i.e., the incoming data are first used for testing
and then for updating classifiers. Results are computed as the moving average (100 data points) of
averaged prequential error rate of all peers.
For implementation, all algorithms were implemented in C++. We adopt the LIBLINEAR [26] package for linear SVM as the base classifier for all
approaches. Linear SVM is chosen due to its high
efficiency and scalability for learning and model propagation in distributed networks.
4.3

Performance of the compared approaches

In this section we compare the four approaches on
accuracy, communication and computational cost.
4.3.1 Accuracy
In Fig. 6 the accuracies of the approaches are compared. The increase in error rates indicates that concepts in peers start to drift and the decrease indicates
that the new concepts have been learnt. For the gradual hyperplane dataset (Fig. 6(a)), we observe that
the prequential error of all approaches decreases as
time passes, especially for RePCoDE and PINE which
become much better than Local and All, and PINE
achieves the lowest error among all. This is because
both RePCoDE and PINE learn from historical data
and hence can reduce error as time passes. We also
find that for all the concept drifts, i.e., when the error
starts to rise, PINE can detect and adapt to the concept
drift faster and thus achieves lower peaks in error
throughout.
For the sudden hyperplane dataset (Fig. 6(b)), we
can see that PINE consistently achieves lower prequential error than all other approaches followed by
RePCoDE, then All and finally Local. This is most
likely due to the fact that in this dataset, delay among
the occurrences of peers’ concept drift are fixed and
the drifts are sudden. Hence PINE can consistently
detect concept drifts and accurately learn the temporal
association between peers’ concept drift occurrences.
For the weather dataset (Fig. 6(c)), we observe that
concept drifts consistently occurs around April every
year, which corresponds to spring and autumn in
the northern and southern hemisphere respectively.
This could indicate that the patterns of rainfall change
every year, instead of quarterly when seasons change.
Also we found that initially PINE is comparable to
RePCoDE, but as time passes, its prequential error
becomes lower than that of RePCoDE. While not
shown in the figures, note that PINE has higher
prequential error in all datasets initially. However, the
prequential error quickly reduces to become lower
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TABLE 3
Average communication cost per peer in terms of
kilobyte (models propagated).

0.12

Approach

Gradual

Sudden

Weather

0.11

RePCoDE
PINE

634.80 (72.87)
293.51 (33.69)

820.99 (94.24)
609.13 (69.92)

654.30 (12.61)
616.73 (11.88)

Prequential Error

0.14

RePCoDE
Local

All
PINE

0.1

TABLE 4
Average time taken (in msecs).

0.09
0.08
5000

Data
7500
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12500

15000

(a) Gradual Hyperplane
0.16

0.14
Prequential Error

Local

All

PINE

Gradual
Sudden
Weather

0.227
0.252
131.3

Gradual
Sudden
Weather

0.370
0.394
11.48

Gradual
Sudden
Weather

0.003
0.004
0.010

2.813
1.311
509.2

2.813
1.311
509.2

2.813
1.311
509.2

-

37.32
178.0
71.56

0.018
0.019
0.093

0.009
0.010
0.034

Pre-prediction

0.15

0.13

-

Prediction

0.12
0.11
0.1
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0.08
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RePCoDE
Local
7500
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All
PINE
12500

15000

Num. Instances

(b) Sudden Hyperplane
0.36

RePCoDE

Model Construction

Num. Instances

RePCoDE
Local

0.0003
0.0004
0.0004

drift detection which is in general slower in concept
drift detection. Moreover, PINE achieving the lowest
prequential error demonstrates that in addition to
predicting future concepts, predicting when concept
drifts occurs can further reduce the prequential error.

All
PINE

4.3.2

0.34
Prequential Error
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0.32
0.3
0.28
0.26
0.24
Jun/2006 Jun/2007 Jun/2008 Jun/2009 Jun/2010
Year

(c) Weather
Fig. 6. Moving average of prequential error rate over
100 data points.

than all approaches over time. This is because PINE
learns associations from the history of concept drift
occurrences and hence several occurrences are needed
to learn the pattern of the drifts before it can perform
well.
Given that RePCoDE performs better than Local
and All in most datasets, we can see that prediction
of the future concepts does indeed reduce prequential
errors even though RePCoDE uses the fixed window

Communication and computational costs

Tables 3 and 4 present communication and computational costs of the compared approaches.
The main communication cost incurred by the approach are the sending of models which is presented
in Table 3. Note that Local does not incur any communication cost and the additional cost incurred by
PINE compared to All is the cost needed to notify the
time of drift. Hence, we only present the results of
RePCoDE and PINE. Table 3 shows that PINE incurs
less communication cost compared to RePCoDE. The
difference is most likely due to the adaptive detection
and propagation of models compared to the fixed
window drift detection and fixed delay model propagation.
Table 4 presents the average time taken by each peer
to perform various tasks. Model construction refers
to the time taken to build a classifier. Pre-prediction
refers to the computations required before the prediction, i.e., indexing, model retrieval and sequence
similarity matching for RePCoDE and temporal association mining, temporal association rule matching
and model verifications for PINE. Prediction refers to
the time taken to predict on one unlabeled data point.
Even though PINE incurs the most computational cost
compared to other approaches, it is still acceptable as
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(a) Delay in detection
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(b) Delay in prediction
Fig. 9. Effects of delta δ (ADWIN) and delay deviation
ddev on delay from true drift.
the absolute time taken is very low, i.e., all tasks can
be computed in less than one second.
4.4 PINE sensitivity to the parameters
To demonstrate that the error rate of PINE is not
much affected by the choice of parameters, we tested
different parameter values and present the results in
Fig. 7 and 8. In addition, we show in Fig. 9 how delta
δ and delay deviation ddev affect the delay in detection
and prediction respectively on the sudden hyperplane
dataset, which is only possible as ground truth of the
concept drifts is known.
Fig. 7 shows the prequential error of varying delta
(ADWIN) from 0.01 to 1. For the gradual hyperplane
dataset (Fig. 7(a)), observe that as delta increases,
the prequential error decreases. This is expected as
unlike the sudden hyperplane dataset where there is
a gap in the concept drift occurrences, the concept of
the gradual hyperplane dataset is constantly drifting
and hence decreasing delta provides no benefits at
all whereas increasing delta can speed up the drift
detection thereby reducing the prequential errors.
For the sudden hyperplane dataset (Fig. 7(b)), the
prequential error initially drops when delta increases
and then raises when it is greater than 0.25. This is
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expected as a lower delta value makes the drift detection more stringent but can also cause late detection
of concept drift resulting in higher prequential error
when it is too stringent. On the other hand, while a
larger delta value relaxes the drift detection criteria
and speeds up the detection, it can also introduce
more false positives resulting in higher prequential
error.
For the weather dataset (Fig. 7(c)), observe that as
delta increases, prequential error also increases. Since
we do not have any ground truth about its concept
drifts, we can only draw conclusion from the results.
It would seem that the concept of the weather dataset
fluctuates a lot and hence requires a very small delta
to detect an actual concept drift. Otherwise, it would
be very easy to trigger false positives and adversely
affect prediction accuracy. Further examination of the
experiments does shows that the weather dataset
triggers a larger number of concept drift detection as
compared to the hyperplane datasets.
Note that the maximum difference in maximum and
minimum prequential error for all the dataset is at
most 3% over the entire range of delta values from
0.01 to 1. This indicates that PINE is not sensitive to
the value of delta.
Fig. 9(a) illustrates the delay after the true concept
drift has occurred until it is being detected. Observe
that a large delta value increases the delay and its
deviation for detecting concept drift. Similar to the
prequential error, we found that the delay only varies
a little given different delta values. Nevertheless, a
good delta value should be between 0.1 and 0.5
observed from Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows the prequential error of varying the
max delay deviation ddev from the range 1 to 1000.
Observe from Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) that as ddev increases,
the prequential error decreases. It is intuitive that
increasing the ddev allows more rules with higher
delay deviations to be mined as demonstrated in
Fig. 9(b) which should result in higher prequential
error. However, as PINE replaces the predicted time
of concept drift of a matched rule with that of another
rule with lower ddev , it can effectively prevent the
increase in error when the ddev is set too high.
However, Fig. 8(c) shows the opposite result,
whereby as ddev increases, the prequential error also
increases. One possible explanation is that a large
number of false positive concept drifts are trigger
and this causes the rules to be mined and matched
wrongly. Hence resulting in the increase in prequential error as ddev increases. Therefore, it may be beneficial to set the value of ddev only after delta is set and to
adjust it accordingly. However, it is recommended to
set a large ddev value in most cases, with the drawback
being an increase in time required to mine the rules
and perform rule matching. In addition, note that
the maximum difference between the maximum and
minimum prequential error for ddev values ranging
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Fig. 7. Effects of delta δ (ADWIN) on error rate.
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Fig. 8. Effects of delay deviation ddev on error rate.
from 1 to 1000 is only 0.7%. This indicates that PINE
is not sensitive to the value of ddev .
Although the results of varying support are not
presented, we still provide a discussion on its results.
The prequential error obtained by varying support the
range 0.01 to 1 is stagnant except until 0.75 where it
drops slightly and increases by 0.5% upon reaching 1.
The increase in support filters out temporal association rules that are not significant but when set too high
it also removes useful rules, hence resulting in the
increase in error when support is set to 1 as no rules
are mined. Hence, it is easy to derive that any low
value of support should be sufficient to maintain low
prequential error, but a trade off would be an increase
in time required to mine the rules and perform rule
matching.
From the spectrum of variations analyzed, we can
conclude that PINE does not rely on parameters
heavily. It is exploitation of the links between peers
that makes PINE perform better than the other approaches.

5

R ELATED WORK

Existing works on classification in non stationary
distributed environments studies only the simplified
problem settings. Bhaduri et al. [2] propose a decision
tree for P2P networks that can adapt to a sudden
change happening in all peers simultaneously. Such
scenario, as our weather data experiments suggest,
is too simple to be realistic. Chen et al. [27] explore

web mining from multiple distributed data streams,
where each distributed site learns a local Bayesian
Network (BN) model, but it needs to send a subset of
the relevant observations to a centralized site, which is
often not available in many distributed environments.
In our settings observations must not be transmitted
over the network.
A number concept drift handling techniques have
been developed in the last decade, we overview only
the most relevant studies. A number of techniques
employ only a single model, where the previous
model (or a part of it) is regularly replaced with a
new one [2], [8], [14]. Single model approaches are
not suitable for distributed environments due to the
nature of their centralized settings. In contrast, ensemble techniques keep many individual models [6],
[10], [13], [17], [18], the system adapts via combination
rules or model selection. Typically only incremental
updates are done, the ensemble is not replaced at
every time step or as soon as a change happens.
Distributed network forms a natural ensemble, where
each peer can contribute to one or more individual
models.
An individual model update can be organized in
an evolving manner or using detectors. The evolving techniques do not care whether a change has
happened or not. In contrast, detectors aim to detect changes and then drop the old data. Evolving
ensembles are among the most popular techniques
for handling concept drift [6], [9], [10], [13], [15],
[17]. Evolving techniques do not update their individ-
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ual models, but they can discard and replace them.
In distributed settings each local model represents
a physical peer, thus we cannot throw away local
models and build new ones. Thus evolving ensembles
are not of direct relevance to our work. Hence, in our
settings it is natural to use detectors for managing
training sets at the local model level.
Approaches with detectors monitor and describe
data over time, adaptive actions are taken based
on warning signals. Changes can be detected while
monitoring the incoming data distribution [28], [29]
or performance indicators, for instance, the streaming
error [30]. Change detection is a widely researched
field on its own [31], in addition, a number of works
are dedicated to change detection in concept drift
context [11], [30], [32], [33], [34], [35]. These approaches handle concept drift using only a single centralized model, whereas distributed setting requires a
distributed approach. Nevertheless, change detection
techniques are important for efficient detection of the
concept changes. Hence, we integrate ADWIN change
detection [34] into our propose framework.
All the above approaches are reactive, time needs
to pass before a change is detected and they start
to adapt. Several proactive solutions exist that aim to
predict a change before it happens [4], [36]. RePro [36]
incorporates change predictions into a reactive ensemble. The prediction using a Markov chain is purely
based on historical data, it does not explore relations
between local models. In our present study we do not
forecast changes, as by definition they happen unexpectedly. Instead we speed up the detection process,
using early warnings, issued by other peers in the
network.
RePCoDE [4] performs sequence matching to find
peers with similar historical change patterns and use
this information to manage the weights of the local
models in an ensemble over time. The approach has
several limitations. It detects concept drift using fixed
windows which is often slower compared to adaptive
techniques [19]. In addition, RePCoDE fails to fully
exploit the association knowledge of the peers; it
performs only pairwise sequence matching which can
result in less accurate results as compared to mining
from multiple associations. Finally, the performance
of RePCoDE is sensitive to optimizing a number of
parameters.
Classifier ensembles that are designed for handling
reoccurring contexts [37], [38], [39] resemble PINE
as they maintain local models, that are explicitly responsible for particular regions of the instance space.
However, they do not adapt online and they do
not use mechanisms to update the local models, as
relevant for distributed problem.
To sum up, the existing solutions are unsuitable
or insufficient for deploying in distributed environments, as they are either based on centralized settings
or ignore the relationships between peers.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a novel framework PINE
for handling asynchronous concept drift in classification in distributed networks. Our framework is an
ensemble learning approach that combines reactive
adaptation via drift detection, and proactive handling of upcoming changes via early warning and
adaptation across the peers. Extensive experiments on
synthetic and real world datasets illustrate that PINE
adapts well to both gradual and sudden concept drifts
and outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches.
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